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Read more: Local, Crime, Eric Stone, Florence, Police Officer, Child Porn, Sexual
Exploitation of a Minor

Former Florence Police Department officer Eric Wayne Stone has pleaded guilty to
sexual exploitation of a minor.

The State Law Enforcement Division found images of children engaged in sexual
acts on Stone's computer.

A judge sentenced him today to two years in prison.

To leave a comment, scroll down and click on "post a comment."
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4 Comments

J said: Friday, January 22, 2010
your grammar and spelling before posting comments. I do not condone what the
officer was charged with but if you want to come across as serious and as an
affected citizen it might help to learn the English language and researching and
understanding the facts before posting comments on any subject. My biggest
concern is the length of time it took to prosecute the case not to mention he was
a police officer. Though it is just as equally disturbing to find out about teachers,
ministers and the like abusing power in such a way to hurt the innocent.

Becks said: Thursday, January 21, 2010
He has not been with the police department since his arrest. Check your facts
people and stop being so hard on cops!

Joe said: Wednesday, January 20, 2010
Bad behavior from cops is becoming more the norm, instead of the exception,
these days. Sadly this is not the only cop who preys on children; he's just one of
many. Read the recent article "The type of police abuse no on talks about" on
InjusticeEverywhere.com. See also GainesNet.com/Police and
Policecrimes.com.

luca said: Tuesday, January 19, 2010
is he on administrated leave(full pay) till he gets out,then resume his full
duties,carrying a weapon(not in his zipper)and writing tickets....you people better
find a better way of hireing you officers because they are no better then the
creeps that are acosting the good people... 0
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